Correcting Run-on Sentences

1. Leaves fall from trees birds fly south.

2. Carl was so excited he won the race.

3. Clouds cover the sky blankets cover you at night.

4. The ant climbs up a wall it walks across the ceiling.

5. Sara put on her shorts she grew two inches since last summer!

6. A sleepy butterfly wakes up it flies away.

7. Fish swim through the water they do not make a sound.

8. The fog creeps over the land the boy can’t see the house next door.
Correcting Run-on Sentences

1. Leaves fall from trees birds fly south.
   Leaves fall from trees. Birds fly south.

2. Carl was so excited he won the race.
   Carl was so excited! He won the race.

3. Clouds cover the sky blankets cover you at night.
   Clouds cover the sky. Blankets cover you at night.

4. The ant climbs up a wall it walks across the ceiling.
   The ant climbs up a wall. It walks across the ceiling.

5. Sara put on her shorts she grew two inches since last summer!
   Sara put on her shorts. She grew two inches since last summer!

6. A sleepy butterfly wakes up it flies away.
   A sleepy butterfly wakes up. It flies away.

7. Fish swim through the water they do not make a sound.
   Fish swim through the water. They do not make a sound.

8. The fog creeps over the land the boy can’t see the house next door.
   The fog creeps over the land.
   The boy can’t see the house next door.